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Quality Control: All herbal ingredients are tested before use for: microbes, heavy metals/contaminants, and assurance of correct genus/species.
Disclaimer: This information is exclusively a communication from clinicians to other clinicians. It was created exclusive of any company’s directive. This is not for public dissemination. All 
recipients must be practicing clinicians. Photocopying is strictly prohibited. This information does not propose a method for diagnosing or treating any disease whatsoever - a process exclusive 
to licensed medical doctors. This information is anecdotal, designed for whole body nutrition to support the body in caring for itself. It features insights from clinician’s practices to support proper 
and ethical usage of nutritional ingredients. The statements have not been evaluated by any regulatory agency and serve only as guidelines for individual clinician decisions.

t INGREDIENTS

t DOSAGE

• 1-2 capsules, twice a day,  
for 1-6 months, or as directed.

• Concentrated extract CXN (Nerve):  
1/2 oz. glass bottle with dropper.

t PACKAGING

• 60 capsules/eco-bottle.
• Concentrated extract CXN (Nerve):  

1/2 oz. glass bottle with dropper.

t PERSPECTIVE

There are many considerations and 
pathways involved in normal nerve 
processes and maintenance.  The human 
nervous system is subject to stress, free 
radicals, and immune system (cytokine) 
involvement as well as requiring nutrients 
for its day to day operation. The highest 
“voltage” nerve system is the bundle 
branch nerves which carry strong 
electrical currents that operate the heart. 

t LIFESTYLE

no gluten no gmo no sugar no dairy no egg
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S u p p l e m e n t  F a c t s

BIO FUNCTION 

NERVE
Dietary Supplement

Amount PerServing            %   Daily Value
Calcium (Pantothenate) ........................5 mg 1%
Vitamin B-5 .........................................24 mg 240%
Niacin..................................................48 mg 240%
Selenium (Chelate) ........................... 75 mcg 107%
Chromium (4-hydroxyisoleucinate) ... 30 mcg  24%
Riboflavin ..............................................3 mg 176%
Beta Carotene ................................... 233 IU 5% 

Proprietary Blend ..............................950 mg   *
RNA/DNA Brain Tissue Factors; RNA/DNA Spleen 
Tissue Factors; Huckleberry (Leaves); Hesperidin; 
RNA/DNA Lung Tissue Factors; Tayuya (Root); 
L-Threonine; L-Methionine; RNA/DNA Aorta Tissue 
Factors; Rose Petals; Lemon Oil

* Daily Value not established.

60 CAPSULES

Serving Size: 2 capsules

Other Ingredients: Gelatin and Leucine.

Premier nerve support for the bundle branch 
and the entire nervous system. Provides unique 
nutritional ingredients for proper nervous system 
support. 

DIRECTIONS FOR NUTRITIONAL USE:
1-3 capsules up to twice a day for 1-9 
months, or as directed. Then, take as need-
ed for maintenance. Increase the amount 
of liquids you drink each day while taking 
this product.

SOLD THROUGH PROFESSIONALS

N
Pregnant women/children: consult with 
health practitioner before use.

Keep away from Heat, 
Sunlight and Children.

This statement has not been evaluated by 
the Food and Drug Administration. This 
product is not intended to diagnose, treat, 
cure or prevent any diseases. 
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#74 N (Nerve)
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Formulated to provide a complex of nerve support factors with special emphasis on the bundle branch nerves (the nerves that 
operate the heart) as well as peripheral nerves. Doc Wheelwright’s research focused on botanical and nutritional elements 
regarding cell signaling, oxidative stress, cytokines, and general tissue support.

t INDICATIONS

• Nerve support – whole body
• Adjunct to brain support programs
• Bundle Branch (Heart Nerve) nutrition
• Stress support
• Nutrients to help repair nerve fray
• Bioenergetic “heart center” support

t KEY COMPONENTS

•  L-Threonine – An essential amino acid that directly 
supports the heart muscle and nerve metabolic 
processes. Helps the liver process the fatty acids 
required for nerve sheath support and ATP energy.

• L-Methionine – A sulfurous amino acid essential for 
synthesis of L-Cysteine and L-Taurine and influences 
many metabolic processes via choline, melatonin, 
homocysteine, SAMe, and direct nerve support.

• RNA/DNA Brain Factors – Cellular identity for 
the nerve network at the master control level via 
organized amino acids, peptides, and nucleoprotein 
structures.

• Vitamin B5 – An essential vitamin, Pantothenic Acid 
is direct support for nerve health. Provides adrenal 
support and helps alleviate the normal effects of 
stress. The heart and nerves require B5 for many 
neurological functions.

• Tayuya – A rain forest botanical listed in the Brazilian 
Pharmacopoeia as beneficial support for normal nerve 
processes.

• Riboflavin – Vitamin B2, a precursor and necessary 
catalyst for the essential amino acid, Tryptophan’s, 
conversion to niacin, a B-vitamin that supports the 
heart, cardiovascular, and nerve processes.

• Huckleberry Leaves – Provides powerful antioxidants 
that help protect the body’s normal energy-production 
processes. Helps the body maintain blood vessel 
strength, helps regulate normal blood glucose 
processes, and supports nerves and heart muscle 
function.

• Hesperidin – A neuro-protective bioflavonoid that 
supports the entire nervous system. Antioxidant. 
Nutritional support for veins and capillaries.

• Rose Petals – A soothing essence for the nerves 
and bioenergetic heart center. An excellent source 
of Vitamins A, B3, C, D, and E, plus bioflavonoids, 
malic acid, tannins and zinc. Considered alleviating to 
nervous stress. 

t CONTRAINDICATIONS

None known. While containing a number of therapeutic 
botanicals, Doc Wheelwright taught that combined herbal formula 
nutrients work synergistically deriving the most benefit from small 
amounts of ingredients that enhance and support each other to 
gain beneficial impact.  

t CLINICIAN CONSENSUS

• General Heart Nerve Support: 
 #74 N - Nerve 

#406 CALM - Stress Relief & Mood Support 
#128 CVO - Cardiovascular Oil 
#870/871 SpectraOne - Herbal Whole Food Cellular Multi-
Vitamin/Mineral 
#880/882 Vista One & Two - Membrane Rejuvenation

t BACKGROUND

While developing the art and science of Sclerology (the evaluation 
of the red line patterns in the whites of the eyes, now an on-line 
training program), Doc Wheelwright found that there could be 
unusual markings in the sclera that pointed to heart nerve “fray” 
which he attributed to loss of nerve sheath (lipid) insulation. 
He developed this formula to help the body with nerve stress 
support (a leading cause of nerve fray according to Doc) and to 
provide the specific nutrients for bundle branch support. Over 
time, clinicians soon found that a formula that can support the 
heart nerves can also support the entire nervous system and 
often select this formula for people under stress.

t SYNERGISTIC CONSIDERATIONS

• #406 CALM - Stress Relief & Mood Support
• #854 Neurosyn - Neuro-Cognitive & Memory Support
• #75 N3 - Relaxa
• #880/881, #882 VISTA One & Two - Membrane Regeneration 
• #870/871, #872 Spectra One & Two - Herbal Whole Food 

Cellular Multi-Vitamin/Mineral/Oil 
• #12 B - Brain 
• #850 MoRS - Methylation Donor 
• #750 Fire Sedate - Pacify The Spirit 
• #840/841 EVENTA - Cellular Enzyme
• #184 ROX - Super Antioxidant
• #820 EPIC - Metabolic NO/ONOO Antioxidant
• #140 MIN - Multi Mineral

t INFORMATION RESOURCES

• www.systemicformulas.com
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